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2016 PRIX D’AMERIQUE SALE 

 BREEDING STOCK SESSION- THURSDAY 28 JANUARY 

 

 

 
The second day of the 2016 Prix d’Amérique Sale dedicated entirely to 

breeding stock (broodmares and stallion shares) generated a total turnover of 
€1,114,500 which was up by 16% compared to the previous renewal, with all figures 
posting an increase. Indeed, the clearance rate remained stable at 64.5% with an 
increase of just 1.3%, the average at over €16,000 and the median at €12,500 also 
improved and one could feel genuine activity, most notably where the broodmares 
were concerned, with 28 out of the 34 broodmares on offer changing hands (82% 
sold) for an average of over €21,000.  

 
 

€97,000 for UNANIME QUALITY in foal to READY CASH 
 
 

Eagerly awaited as she came in the ring, the attractive chestnut mare 
UNANIME QUALITY (OFFSHORE DREAM) a sister to Group 2 winner ARLINGTON 
DREAM proved very popular and from €80,000 was the object of a bidding war 
between her breeder Samuel BLANCHARD and the agent Thomas BERNEREAU 
who eventually had the last word at €97,000. Excellent on the track UNANIME 
QUALITY, who achieved 1’11 in both disciplines, was presented in foal to the 
exceptional READY CASH, who also lit up the sales ring via his sons, with 
STRAWINSKA MAUZUN (GOETMALS WOOD) a sister to the winner of the 
Elitlopett L’AMIRAL MAUZUN and in the foal to the young phenomenon and favourite 
for the Prix d’Amérique BOLD EAGLE, being knocked down for €66,000 to Michel 
DUBIEF (owner of the Elevage du NOYER, where the most recent winner of the 
Critérium des 3ans CHARLY DU NOYER by READY CASH was born).  

In foal to BRILLANTISSIME (another classic winning son of READY CASH), 
the very well bred JOSSELYN (GOETMALS WOOD closely related to BELINA 
JOSSELYN) was sold for €51,000 to Jean-Pierre BARJON, while BELUCINDA 
(GOETMALS WOOD), a sister to the group winners UNICLOVE and TOLERANCE 
was knocked down for €50,000 to Jean-Michel GROSZ. She is in foal to 
VOLTIGEUR DE MYRT, another runner in the Prix d’Amérique on Sunday. 
In the end, 10 juments mare made at €20,000 or more and seven mares made 
35,000 or more. This confirms a strong demand at the top end of the market. 
 

With regards to stallion shares, the market proved somewhat less strong. One 
noteworthy purchase was made by Christophe GALLIER for a share in ROYAL 



DREAM (€42,000). Another was TIMOKO, holding his value and bought for the same 
price by Olivier HORVATH. The shares sold by sealed bids generated many offers 
with over half of these resulting in sales.  
 
 

Presented : 107  Sold : 69    % : 64,50 
Average: 16 152 €  Median : 12 500 €  Turnover: 1 114 500 € 
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